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Superradiance in a Torus Magnetosphere
Around a Black Hole 

Maurice H. P. M. van Putten 

The coalescence of a neutron star and a black hole in a binary system
is believed to form a torus around a Kerr black hole. A similarly
shaped magnetosphere then results from the remnant magnetic field
of the neutron star. In the strong-field case, it contains a cavity for
plasma waves located between the barrier of the gravitational
potential and the surrounding torus. This cavity may be unstable to
superradiance of electromagnetic waves. Superradiant amplification
of such waves, initially excited by turbulence in the torus, should
inflate into a bubble in a time as short as ~0.75 (1 percent/ 2)(M/7M

) seconds ~0.15 to 1.5 seconds, assuming an efficiency 2 = 0.5 to

5 percent and a mass M = 7M . These bubbles may burst and repeat,
of possible relevance to intermittency in cosmological -ray bursts.
The model predicts -ray bursts to be anticorrelated with their
gravitational wave emissions. 
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Binary systems of stars and their formation play a central role in
continuous and transient high-energy phenomena. Accreting binaries, for example, are bright x-ray
sources with persistent and highly time-variable behavior around neutron stars or black-hole
candidates (1). Given the observed neutron-star/neutron-star binaries (2), it is believed that
neutron-star/black-hole (NS/BH) binaries exist as well. These systems may be observed only if the
neutron star is a pulsar or when the neutron star is disrupted by the black hole. The coalescence of a
NS/BH binary has been proposed as a model for cosmological -ray bursts (3, 4). Although the masses
of black-hole candidates may well be similar (5), their angular momenta and hence their spin energies
are not expected to show a narrow distribution. This likely variety in energy available from the
black-hole partners seems consistent with the diversity in the observed -ray bursts (3). 

The evolution of a NS/BH system is driven primarily by the emission of gravitational radiation. As the
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system approaches coalescence, the neutron star becomes susceptible to tidal breakup if the black-hole
mass M is on the order of a few solar masses M . The equation of state of the neutron star matter and
the process of breakup remain uncertain. Early circularization of the neutron star orbit favors the
formation of a torus, while heating and phase transitions may disrupt the flow of the debris. Lattimer
and Schramm (6) argued that mass loss from the neutron star during breakup is less than 5%. If the
breakup takes place outside the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) of the black hole, the debris is
expected to form a torus, while inside the ISCO the debris will accrete directly onto the black hole.
The orbital separation during breakup is determined by the mean mass density NS of the neutron star,

the black hole mass M, and its specific angular momentum a. Breakup of the neutron star takes place
outside the ISCO if 

NS is sufficiently low; typically NS < 1.4 × 1016(M /M)2 g cm 3 around a

nonrotating or Schwarzschild black hole (7), and NS < 7.8 × 1017 (M /M)2 g cm 3 around a

maximally spinning Kerr black hole (8), both for mildly relativistic orbits (9). For a canonical value

NS = 1015 g cm 3, and therefore breakup is expected to take place outside the ISCO of a

Schwarzschild black hole when M  3.7M , and outside the ISCO of an extreme Kerr black hole when
M  28M . By this estimate a torus is most likely to form around a Kerr black hole that spins rapidly
(3). Fortunately, stellar-mass black holes are believed to result from core collapse (10), and this almost
certainly produces black holes with high rotation (11). Once a torus has formed outside the ISCO, it is
expected to evolve on a secular time scale before further breakup. Not much is known about the
instabilities of a strongly self-gravitating torus. These tori may be susceptible to secular instabilities
such as those in rapidly spinning neutron stars [see, for example, (12) for the
Chandrasekhar-Friedman-Schutz instability], but on the time scales of -ray bursts such effects are
probably unimportant.

The torus is presumably magnetized with the remnant magnetic field from the former neutron star. To
leading order, I estimate its large-scale magnetic field B to be as shown in Fig. 1. The black hole and
the magnetic field interact in a manner that could be described as either open or closed, depending on
whether the field lines penetrating the black hole connect, respectively, to infinity or to a surrounding
accretion disk or torus. A black hole that rotates at an angular velocity H interacts with its

magnetosphere like H H + DH + LH = 0, where H H is the work done by the angular momentum

JH of the black hole, DH is the dissipation in the horizon, and LH is its luminosity. From the first law

of black-hole thermodynamics (13), it follows that LH = , where  is the rate of change of

mass-energy of the black hole as measured at infinity. In the closed model at hand, LH is deposited into

the torus. This torus is subject to a spin-up torque T = H and to a spin-down torque resulting from

emission of radio waves to infinity, similar to that in pulsars (14). If the latter torque is small, there
exists a critical value Rc ~ 2  M3/2mT

1/2 for the major radius R of a torus with mass mT, within

(outside) which a black-hole/torus equilibrium state is unstable (stable) against angular momentum
transfer by way of the inner magnetosphere. 
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Fig. 1. Cartoon of a torus magnetosphere around a black hole. The
torus may form from the breakup of a neutron star around a rapidly
spinning Kerr black hole of a few solar masses (3, 9). The
magnetosphere is a remnant of the field from the neutron star.
Shown is a "bi-dipolar" magnetic field, produced by two concentric
current loops with opposite orientations. These loops result
topologically from winding a single loop once around the black
hole followed by a reconnection. The inner part of the
magnetosphere couples the torus to the black hole. The outer part
couples the torus to infinity in a process similar to that in pulsars.

An instability is described for the inner part. [View Larger Version of this Image (12K GIF file)] 

The magnetic field near the horizon is approximately the superposition of two Wald fields, but
perturbed by a twist resulting from poloidal currents. A Wald field (15) is radial on the horizon and
vanishes at the equator (16). The torus magnetosphere rotates with the Keplerian angular velocity

T = M1/2/(R3/2 + aM1/2) ~ M1/2R 3/2 of the torus (17). Corotation extends from the inner (ils) to the

outer (ols) light surfaces (18, 19). The ils and ols are limiting surfaces, beyond which the angular
velocity of particles leads (inside the ils) or lags (outside the ols) to avoid superluminal motion.
Generally, particles flow outward along azimuthally bent field lines beyond the ols and flow inward
within the ils toward the horizon. These surfaces are given by the null condition 0 = gtt + 2g t T

 + g

T
2 in terms of the metric g  (19). The ils touches the last closed field line in corotation with the

torus, whereas the open field lines inside the ils connect the torus with the horizon (Fig. 2). The last
closed field line encloses a trapped region that I term a "bag." By symmetry, the field vanishes in an
equatorial annulus between the horizon and the ils. This annulus, where B = 0, is a defect in the
magnetosphere with important implications. 

Fig. 2. A schematic cross section of the torus magnetosphere. The
magnetosphere rotates with the Keplerian angular velocity of the
torus. Corotation extends down to the inner light surface (ils) (18,
19). The ils touches the last closed field line from the torus, which
encloses a trapped region nicknamed the "bag." The black hole and
the torus are coupled by the open field lines B that close on the
horizon. The Blandford-Znajek process (19) generates a poloidal
current loop by virtual polarization of the horizon. A current I

flows along open field lines, the torus, and the bag, through a spark with net current IS = 2I and closes

over the horizon. A Poynting flux S emerges from the horizon that extracts energy from the black hole,
if it spins more rapidly than the torus. The outer layers carry a current I by virtue of spark gaps on the
surface of the torus and are in a state of ideal magnetohydrodynamics. Near the horizon, the poloidal
magnetic field is similar to a Wald field (15), but with a toroidal field component resulting from the
poloidal currents. The spark current IS flows in a B = 0 annulus and is due to vacuum breakdown. The

associated dissipation depletes neighboring open field lines from particles, whereby they become
essentially current free. Combined, these field lines trace out a current-free cavity in the
magnetosphere. The cavity, enclosed by ideal magnetohydrodynamics, becomes a waveguide for
plasma waves. [View Larger Version of this Image (19K GIF file)] 
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The Blandford-Znajek process (19) induces a poloidal current loop in the magnetosphere by virtual
polarization of the horizon. This loop consists of magnetic field-lines, the torus and its bag, and spark
gaps in the polar currents I and in the equatorial current IS. A Poynting flux S is produced. It generally

extracts energy from the black hole when the latter spins faster than the torus. In force-free condition,
the scalar  = FabFab of the electromagnetic field tensor Fab produces poloidal surfaces  = constant

that contain both the magnetic field-lines and the current density jb. If the poloidal component of jb

vanishes somewhere, then it vanishes everywhere on a given surface  = constant. The B = 0 annulus
contains an electric field E ~ B(1  T/ H)a/d, assuming a gap width d. Although E is large, it need

not satisfy E > B at the tip of the bag to tap its charged particles in establishing IS. It may produce IS by

vacuum breakdown, however--for example, by the Schwinger process. By dissipation, the annulus
produces and absorbs a poloidal Poynting flux. This strips neighboring surfaces  = constant of their
charged particles and leaves them almost completely depleted near the horizon. No net current is
associated with this process; hence, these surfaces are free of poloidal current everywhere. Combined,
they trace out a cavity from the horizon to the torus that is essentially free of poloidal current. The
return current I proceeds at higher latitudes. This yields LH ~ T( H  T)(a/M)2B2M2/32 H

2, as

shown in Thorne et al. (13). 

In the Blandford-Znajek process, electron-positron pairs are produced in the currentcarrying section of
the magnetosphere. These pairs establish a force-free plasma when B exceeds the critical value

Bc = 20(M/a)3/4 (M /M)1/2104 G. Flux conservation and magnetic field-winding imply B to be larger

than its progenitor value B ~ 1015 to 1017 G. Because B exceeds Bc by about 10 orders of magnitude,

the current-carrying section of the magnetosphere is expected to be a hot and dense plasma and to be
saturated with -rays from pair production. Although more detailed calculations would be desirable,
this qualitative picture already describes a state of ideal magnetohydrodynamics, possibly also
force-free, that encloses the cavity. 

Two plasma waves exist in the cavity--the fast magnetosonic waves and the Alfvén waves (20, 21).
The fast magnetosonic waves are linearly polarized electromagnetic waves in the force-free limit. Both
propagate in a curved space-time background. This background contains an inner barrier produced by
the rotation of the black hole. Waves of positive energy can be excited by the torus when it extends
beyond this barrier. The torus may consist of matter resembling that in neutron stars (7, 22). However,
a dimensional analysis indicates a steep drop in density of up to five orders of magnitude below NS,

implying that the torus is more likely to be in a state of high-density white-dwarf matter. The electrical
conductivity of such matter is large (23), indicating a high reflectivity of the surface of the torus.
Because of the ideal magnetohydrodynamics in the surrounding plasma, the cavity thus becomes a
waveguide not only for Alfvén waves, but also for the fast magnetosonic waves. In many ways, this
cavity resembles the vacuum cavity around a black hole enclosed by a spherical mirror (24). 

The rotation of the black hole interacts with bosonic fields by superradiance (24-26) for waves of
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frequency 0 <  < m H and of azimuthal quantum number m. It is the long-wavelength analog of the

Penrose process (17), whereby an incoming wave with positive energy splits up into a transmitted
wave with negative energy and a reflected wave with enhanced positive energy. The negative-energy
wave propagates into the black hole, equivalent to a positive-energy wave coming out of the horizon
(26, 27). For a force-free plasma, it has been shown explicitly in the WKB approximation that the
magnetosonic wave scatters superradiantly, although the Alfvén wave does not (21). 

Superradiance of scalar (spin 0), electromagnetic (spin 1), or gravitational (spin 2) waves is
qualitatively similar to each other and increases with higher spin (28). Although desirable, calculation
of superradiance of the fast magnetosonic waves falls outside the scope of this work. However, a
worst-case estimate can be obtained from a massless scalar field . I calculated  in a cavity formed
by a toroidal wedge with constant opening angle. In Boyer-Linquist coordinates,  satisfies 

 

 (1)

Here  is outgoing on the horizon when 0 <  < m H. A simultaneous transformation of the

dependent and independent variables,  = Z/h and d/dr = h2/dx brings Eq. 1 into canonical form
(28). The choice r'(x) = (e x/  + 1) 1, where x and  are dimensionless, gives

r = rH +  ln(1 + ex/ ). Asymptotically, r'(x) ~ 1 as x  , whereas near the horizon r'(x) ~ ex/

as x  . Then h is found to be h 1 =  and 2   = (a/ H)(m H  ). This yields

the transformed wave equation 

 (2)

with normalized potential v = 1  Q, where Q = (W  h3h")/h4 such that v( ) = v( ) = 0. The
asymptotic radiation conditions are Z ~ e i(t  x) as x   and Z ~ e i(t + x) + be i(t  x) as x  .
These conditions match those of an ordinary scattering viewed backward in time. As plotted in Fig. 3,
WKB theory (21) predicts 

 

where v  1 on the interval [xA, xB]. The calculations show superradiance to be a few percent when

a/M  0.90 (and / H  0.50). The mass-energy of the black hole may be parameterized as

M = Mi/cos( /2), where Mi is the irreducible mass and sin  = a/M (29). Thus, 50% (90%) of the

rotational energy EH
rot = M  Mi is within 10% (50%) of the maximum a = M. A positive-energy,

narrow-band wave packet of azimuthal quantum number m about 0 <  < m H bounces in the cavity

between the turning point of the barrier in the gravitational potential and the surface of the torus. Here 
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 is one of the standing-wave frequencies l
 = lc /L, l = 1,2,··· in the cavity with separation L between

the potential barrier and the torus. For m = l = 1, a lower bound on the cycle time  = 2L/c follows
from 1 = c /L < H  1/2M, namely  > 4 M/c. The growth per cycle is ln b 2 ~ 2, and it produces

an expanding bubble in the cavity. The bubble either grows into dissipative equilibrium by Landau
damping or radiative losses, or it ends in a burst. 

Fig. 3. The efficiency 2 of superradiant amplification of a scalar
field  of frequency , estimated by the WKB method for
m = 1 and shown as a function of a/M (left) and / H (right). The

efficiency is a few percent for a/M  0.90, which contains 50% of
the rotational energy in the black hole, and / H  0.50. This

efficiency serves as a lower bound for that of the superradiant magnetosonic waves.
[View Larger Version of this Image (21K GIF file)] 

Superradiance requires input, which may derive from radio emission LR coming off the torus. Such

small-amplitude disturbances are expected to be broadband and to arise from turbulent shear flow in
the torus resulting from the powerful torques acting on it. Here LR may be a tiny fraction of the

turbulent dissipation ~ LH, with some dependence on the partial pressure of the magnetic field in the

torus. Let f11LR denote the emission of waves into the cavity with angular dependence m = 1 and

frequencies on the order of 1. A single e-folding takes N0 ~ 1/ 2 reflections, or a time

e ~ N02L/c = 4 M/ 2 ~ 40(M/7M )(1%/ 2) ms. Let (t) denote the resonant energy in the cavity at

time t. Then (t) ~ tf11LR/Q (t  e), where Q is the "quality-factor" of the cavity, and (t) ~ eexp([t

 e]/ e) (t  e). The time to equipartition with the energy m
 ~ B2R2 M/4 in the magnetosphere is

given by 

 

 
(3)

assuming an efficiency 2 = 0.5 to 5% and a mass M = 7M . Here, m/ eLH ~ 4 × 102 2 for R ~ 8M,

whereby LH ~ 3 × 10 3B2M2 when a ~ M. For B = 1016 G, for example, m reaches 10% of the

potential energy of the torus in the gravitational field of the black hole. Fiducial values are used for the
unknown quantities, namely LR = 0.01LH, Q = 100, and f11 = 10 3, where the latter is a rough estimate

from expected infrared breaks in the spectral energy density of the turbulence at wave number

k* ~ 6k1 = 6/R and, correspondingly, * ~ 6 1. 

It has been suggested that the rotational energy from the hole is important in the fireball model of
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cosmological -ray bursts (30, 31). For example, 4 × 1053 erg can be derived at 10% efficiency from
EH

rot ~ 2M  in a 7M  black hole, when it spins rapidly and is surrounded by the torus at R ~ 8M. This

energy can be extracted in T* = 100 s by B ~ 1016 G, whence LH ~ 0.002M /s. This requires a torus

density of at least 109 g/cm3. If the torus has a mass of 1.35M , then a prolonged black-hole/torus
interaction is indeed possible because R > Rc = 7.9M . The fireball is believed to be powered by a

Poynting flux-dominated-jet (31). If connected to the extended torus magnetosphere, bursting bubbles
will modulate such a jet with internal shocks, consistent with intermittency at the source (31, 32).
Neglecting the time needed for the magnetosphere to regenerate, Eq. 3 implies a total number of
subbursts (31) on the order of 

 

 (4)

This intermittency, together with the ample reservoir EH
rot  mNS available at 10% efficiency, and

some expected diversity in angular momentum JH = aM, provide the best evidence yet for the

black-hole/torus model of cosmological -ray bursts. 

The spiral-in phase of the coalescence of a NS/BH binary generates a rapidly increasing frequency
chirp in gravitational radiation (up to ~ 420 Hz for breakup at R ~ 8M around a 7M  black hole) until a
torus forms. In the present model, the -ray burst takes place in the black-hole/torus state, which is
nearly quiescent in gravitational waves. When the torus begins to plunge into the hole, the -ray burst
terminates and the gravitational radiation reappears in the form of quasi-normal mode ringing (33) of
the horizon. Thus, our model predicts a -ray burst to be anticorrelated with its gravitational-wave
emission. Its predecessor, the NS/BH binary, is not expected to have moved ultra-relativistically.
Hence, beaming of its gravitational radiation should be negligible. For a given threshold of observable
intensity of gravitational waves by the upcoming gravitational-wave detectors LIGO/VIRGO, the
model predicts bursts of gravitational waves to outnumber the associated observable -ray bursts by a
factor of about 2 / 2  1, where  is the opening angle of a two-sided jet in the fireball model of -ray
bursts.
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